The Harmony Game
SBS Learn Classroom Resource
Years 5-8

Celebrating diversity through
classroom activities inspired
by football

“Football’s ultimate source
of strength is its fans, the
global football nation,
billions strong, who live
and breathe the game
every minute of their lives
and express through it
a sense of their belonging.”
The late, great Les Murray: ‘Mr Football’, legendary
SBS football commentator and Australia’s foremost
football pundit.

How to use this resource
This resource is tailored to Years 5 to 8. It links to subjects including English, Health and
Physical Education and Mathematics (see page 38 for a full list of Australian Curriculum links).
The Harmony Game is shaped by five key concepts: Celebrating Diversity; Belonging; Global
Citizenship; Unity and Young People’s Perspectives.
The FIFA World Cup™ is a true multicultural celebration that unites Australia’s - and the
world’s - diverse communities, and forms a rich teaching and learning framework to explore
cross-curricula content.
Please note for the purpose of this resource, the term football is also commonly referenced
by Australians as ‘soccer’.
Any questions about this resource? Contact sbslearn@sbs.com.au
SBS acknowledges the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia.
Indigenous is used as the preferred term in this document as a global reference, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, other than where
a title or quote is retained.
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Welcome to The Harmony Game
On 14 June, football fever will sweep the nation
when the Socceroos represent Australia in the
biggest sporting event in the world: three billion
people will be watching the 2018 FIFA World Cup
Russia™.
The Harmony Game is the SBS education resource
that brings the FIFA World Cup™ right into your
classroom. Our education team at SBS Learn, with a
range of experts and teachers, has put together this
pack for students in Years 5 to 8.
It’s fair to say football is a massive part of my life
– I’ve been playing football, watching football and
talking about football pretty much since I could walk!
Which is one of the reasons why I helped found The
Harmony Game for the 2014 FIFA World Cup™,
and I am so excited to bring you another fantastic
resource this year.
The Harmony Game will work for you and your class
whether you’re football fans or total beginners. The
Harmony Game celebrates Australia’s multicultural
diversity, social cohesion, and the skills football
fosters on and off pitch – concepts applicable to
countless subjects and students.
I believe The Harmony Game is the best way to bring
the excitement of football to schools and enhance
lessons with these fantastic materials. Head to
sbs.com.au/learn/theharmonygame for more
quizzes, videos and interactive worksheets.
And (you can see what that means on page 10!)

Craig Foster
SBS Chief Football Analyst
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Football
Fever 101
An introduction to the FIFA World Cup™
Discover:
• The host nation, Russia
• History of the FIFA World Cup™
• Teams heading to Russia

Explore:
• What is it like to go to school in Russia?
• Who are Australia’s football stars?

Reflect:
• Test your football knowledge with our quiz!

Head to sbs.com.au/learn for more classroom activities, and worksheets in
multiple languages.
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History of the Tournament
The first FIFA World Cup™ took place in Uruguay in 1930,
with 13 nations competing. The game proved popular from
the beginning, with 93,000 spectators attending the very first
final to see Uruguay win the title. Since that time, its popularity
has increased, along with the number of competitors. The
competition expanded to include 16 teams in 1934, 24 teams in
1982 and 32 teams since 1998. In fact, the game is so popular
today that a total of 3,386,810 spectators attended across the
64 matches at the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil™.
Australia first attempted to qualify in 1965, but the team didn’t
make it until 1974. Since this first appearance, the Socceroos
have represented Australia at the FIFA World Cup™ on three
other occasions: 2006, 2010, and 2014. The 2018 FIFA World
Cup Russia™ will be Australia’s fifth competition appearance.
This is quite impressive, considering the number of countries
that attempt to qualify every year!
(Reference: fifa.com)
Souvenir produced for the first ever World Cup.

The Matildas, the Australian Women’s team, will compete in the
FIFA Women’s World Cup France 2019™
Did you
know?

Describe what you think the FIFA World Cup™ will be like 50 years from
now. What will have changed? Why? What will stay the same? Why?
Activity

Activity
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SBS has been the official FIFA World Cup™ broadcaster since 1986.
Given the competition occurs every four years, how many times has
SBS broadcast the tournament?

The Socceroos
15

Mile Jedinak
Midfield & Captain,
2010, 2014, 2018

The Players
The Australian Men’s Team, the Socceroos, will represent Australia in the 2018 FIFA World
Cup Russia™. You can read about the squad, positions and matches by visiting:
www.socceroos.com.au/teams
Some of the star players, past and present, and their FIFA World Cup™ appearances:
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Tim Cahill

15

John Aloisi

10

Harry Kewell

20

Trent Sainsbury

14

Brett Holman

21

Massimo Luongo

9

Mark Viduka

1

Forward, 2006, 2010, 2014 & 2018

Left Wing, 2006 & 2010

Midfield, 2010

Forward, 2006

Forward, 2006

Defender, 2018

Midfield, 2014 & 2018

Mark Schwarzer

Goalkeeper, 2006 & 2010
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Learning about Russia
Russia is the host nation for the 2018 FIFA World Cup™

Four Fast Facts
Population
142,355,415

Official
language
is Russian

85,657 Australians with
Russian Ancestry living
in Australia

Number of Russian
speakers in Australia
is around 50,314

Source: SBS Cultural Atlas

Alina, 27, grew up in Russia
“I’ve lived in two different countries with very different cultures.
I spent my primary and secondary school years in Russia, and
moved to Australia after high school. Russian schools don’t usually
have names, instead they’re numbered (I went to School Number
1 - it was the best!). Some days, when it was colder than minus 27
degrees, school was cancelled. Lessons usually went from 8am to
1pm, six days a week. Other students attended afternoon classes
from 1pm to 7pm. My favourite subject was English - it helped
me in my later years when I moved to Australia. There wasn’t a
lot of choice, and some subjects were compulsory – including
Personal and Social Safety classes (knowing what to do in case of
an emergency). We played a lot of sport – gymnastics, basketball,
volleyball, skiing and athletics. We referred to our teachers by their
first name, followed by their otchestvo (patronymic, or the name of
the father). My happiest memory was being awarded the sole Dux
of my year. I’m very excited that Russia is hosting the World Cup.
My father jokes that Russia is hosting the tournament so that they
automatically qualify! I hope they do well, and the Socceroos too.”
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How is school in Russia similar and different to school in Australia?
Discussion

Getting to know Russia
Activity

An excellent source of information on Russia is the SBS Cultural Atlas:
culturalatlas.sbs.com.au/russian-culture. Using this and other quality
references as a guide, complete the following tasks:
1.
1 Create a Venn diagram that shows the similarities and differences
between Russia and Australia.
2.
2 Make a two minute video about Russia and its culture to show your
classroom.
3 Deliver an engaging presentation, including supporting slideshow,
3.
to teach your peers about one of these aspects of Russian culture:
languages spoken, religion, cuisine, etiquette, communication, naming
conventions.
4 Create an infographic that compares Russia to Australia. Include these
4.
topics: population, languages spoken, religion, cuisine, etiquette.

5.
5 As a class, make a series of travel posters advertising Russia as a
destination. Post these around your school.
6 With a partner, write a quiz on Russia (history, culture, main cities, etc)
6.
and turn it into an online quiz for your whole class to play.

Check out the Russian stadiums by visiting a site such as
stadiumguide.com/tournaments/fifa-world-cup-2018
Research

Plot the stadium locations onto a map of Russia. Explore each location and
the distance between each venue.
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Football:
Beautiful in any Language
Here is a list of football-related terms in English and Russian.
Header

Throw in

Tackle

(Udar golovoi)

(brosat)

(perehvat)

Foul

Offside

Kick

(narushenie pravil)

(vne igri)

(bit)

Goalie

Home goal

Referee

(vratar)

(gol v svoi varota)

(Referee)

Run

Dribble

Go

(bezhat)

(vedenie myacha)

(vpered)

Stop

Faster

Central forward

(stop)

(bistree)

(tsentral’niy napadayushiy)

Good

Bad

Good luck

(stop)

(ploho)

(udachi)

Activity

1.
1 Play a game of five-a-side football where you and your teammates can
only communicate using the above Russian words. Alternative: coach
a class of younger students on how to play five-a-side and teach them
the above Russian words. The rules for how to play can be found here:
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five-a-side_football. Use an online translation site
to hear how the above Russian words are pronounced.
2.
2 Create an animated video to teach others the above Russian
football words.

SBS Radio will broadcast audio of all 64 FIFA World Cup™ matches in multiple languages.
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Celebrate!
The FIFA World Cup™ is a very exciting time for sports fans, and just like the players, the spectators at
games prepare elaborate celebrations for when their team scores a goal. These celebrations are often
inspired by the culture of their home country. In 2010, the South African fans used the vuvuzela to show
their support for their team. The instrument was very noisy, described by some as sounding like a swarm
of angry bees. For 2014 in Brazil, a new instrument called the caxirola was designed - it was a small
plastic shaker with finger grips, not nearly as loud as a vuvuzela. For Russia in 2018, fans will use the
spoons as their celebratory instrument. These spoons are based on a traditional Russian folk instrument,
and are made from durable materials like plastic or wood.

Vuvuzela - South Africa 2010

Activity

Caxirola - Brazil 2014

Spoons - Russia 2018

Create your own celebratory instrument which reflects elements of you and
your culture. Present a drawing or model of your instrument to your class,
describing how it would be used at the FIFA World Cup™. Consider how
loud the instrument will be – could it be as noisy as a vuvuzela?

Eddie, 12, plays for Edge Hill United FC
“I was born in Cairns, Queensland, into a Russian family, and speak
Russian and English. I’ve played football since I was four. In December
2017, the Jamie Gosling Football Academy took me and a group of
young footballers on tour to Spain and England. There we were trained
by Real Madrid, Barcelona, Liverpool and Chelsea Football Clubs,
which was incredible! The tour gave us an in-depth knowledge of
football, the camaraderie between players, stadium rules, and fans’
chanting, singing and battle cries. Living with alopecia hasn’t stopped
my love for football - I watch, play and read about football every day.
My dream is to become a professional player one day, and I’m planning
to be in Russia with family for the 2018 FIFA World Cup™.”
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The 2018
FIFA World Cup Mascot
™

1.1 What type of animal is Zabivaka™?
2.
2 Who named Zabivaka™?
Activity

3.
3 What is Zabivaka™ wearing? Why?
4.
4 Look at the FIFA World Cup™ mascots gallery and choose your
three favourite mascots. For each mascot, research its origins and
using canva.com (or a similar site) create a poster for each one to be
displayed in your school library.
Now: Imagine you have been asked to submit a proposal for a new team
name and mascot for the FIFA World Cup™ Australian football team. Work
on your design in a small group. For example, your mascot might be a
bilby with a platypus head wearing a football jersey. Present your proposal
to your class. Share your mascot and team name with the Socceroos by
tweeting the team and the SBS Learn team #SBSLearn and #GoSocceroos
with a picture of your creation.

SBS is the official broadcaster of the 2018 FIFA World Cup™. Catch all the Socceroos
matches live, free and in HD on SBS.
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The 32
Competing Teams
Argentina

Egypt

Mexico

Saudi
Arabia

Australia

England

Morocco

Senegal

Belgium

France

Nigeria

Serbia

Brazil

Germany

Panama

Spain

Colombia

Iceland

Peru

Sweden

Costa Rica

IR Iran

Poland

Switzerland

Croatia

Japan

Portugal

Tunisia

Denmark

Korea
Republic

Russia

Uruguay

1.
1 Find the name of the current mascot for each of the qualifying countries
for the 2018 FIFA World Cup™.
Activity

2.
2 For each country, find out the following: main language(s) spoken, the
team’s name and its star player, and the highest the team has placed on
the FIFA World Cup™ ladder.

Download and update the interactive match draw poster:
sbs.com.au/learn/theharmonygame
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The 2018 Mascot

To play this quiz in an interactive and fun way online, head to
sbs.com.au/learn/theharmonygame for our Kahoot quiz!

Quiz

01.

Has Australia ever won the FIFA World Cup™?

02.

Has Australia ever hosted the FIFA World Cup™?

03.

What is the FIFA World Cup™ Australian team’s name?

04.

Which country has won the FIFA World Cup™ the most times?

05.

What is the country with the smallest population in the FIFA World Cup™?

06.

What is the country with the largest population in the FIFA World Cup™?

07.

How many countries in the FIFA World Cup™ have English as their official language?

08.

How many countries in the FIFA World Cup™ have Spanish as their official language?

09.

How many players per team in the FIFA World Cup™?

10.

What team’s playing strip is this? (See image Q.10)

11.

Which country does Cristiano Ronaldo play for?

12.

Which of these countries has never won the FIFA World Cup™?
a. Russia
b. Argentina
c. Germany
d. France

13.

What is the biggest crowd ever for a FIFA World Cup™ game?

14.

Which country made vuvuzelas popular?

15.

Where was the very first FIFA World Cup™ held?

16.

Which country did David Beckham play for?

17.

Which player has scored the most FIFA World Cup™ goals in history?

Image Q.10

a. Miroslav Klose (Germany)
b. Ronaldo (Brazil)
c. Just Fontaine (France)
d. Roberto Baggio (Italy)

Answers
1. No; 2. No; 3. Socceroos; 4. Brazil; 5. Iceland; 6. Russia; 7. 2; 8. 9; 9. 11; 10. Peru; 11. Portugal; 12. A. Russia; 13. 199,854 in Brazil; 14. South Africa; 15. Uruguay; 16.
England; 17. A Miroslav Klose (Germany)
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The Home
Game
Football in Australia
Discover:
• New perspectives on football
• Football as a metaphor

Explore:
• Who is playing football in Australia, and why?
• Who are some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander footballers?
• What skills can football teach, on and off the pitch?

Reflect:
• Examine different perspectives on who plays football
• Create presentations reflecting your discoveries
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Football in Australia

1 When was the first official game of football played in Australia?
1.
2 What is the name of football’s governing body in Australia?
2.
Research

3 Who are some star players, in a range of leagues?
3.
4 What are some of the other names people use for football?
4.
For example soccer, the beautiful game, etc.

As a class, brainstorm all of the reasons why children play football.
Consider children from a wide range of contexts.
Discussion

Eva, 11, plays for Sydney Olympic FC
“This year I’m playing for Sydney Olympic in the Under 11’s Skills
Acquisition Program (S.A.P.). I’ve played football since I was four when
my dad wanted me to give it a try, so I did. I enjoyed it so much I didn’t
want to stop. When I’m older I want to play for the Matildas and be just
like my favourite player, Samantha Kerr. I like Samantha because she’s an
excellent player and does awesome backflips.” (Interview with Samantha
Kerr on page 23) “I’m really excited about the World Cup this year and
I’m cheering for Australia. I hope to watch all the games Australia is in
(even the really late ones) and I know I can watch the highlights of the
other games on SBS.”
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Get Involved
Whether wanting to play, coach, referee or spectate, there is a role for everyone in football. There are
more than 2,200 football clubs in Australia, and football can be played all year with various winter,
summer, outdoor and indoor competitions available.

Participant Football Programs

ALDI MiniRoos Kick-Off
ALDI MiniRoos Kick-Off is an introductory football program designed for new players aged 4-9 years. The
program teaches children fundamental skills in a fun, engaging, and inclusive environment. All participants
receive an ALDI MiniRoos Kick-Off participant pack which contains a boot bag, football, shin guards and
water bottle as well as a sticker pack. Register at miniroos.com.au
ALDI MiniRoos For Girls
For Girls Kick-Off programs are tailored to young female players to provide an alternative playing option
to mixed football. There is also a growing network of For Girls leagues across Australia which provides
girls with the opportunity to play in female-only teams. Register at miniroos.com.au
ALDI MiniRoos Club
ALDI MiniRoos Club Football provides opportunities for boys and girls aged between 5 and 11 to join a
local team and play small-sided games. Clubs provide coaching sessions and organise matches against
local teams where the aim is to teach skills in a relaxed and fun environment. Smaller fields, modified
rules and fewer players allow a more enjoyable game with more opportunities to touch the ball and score
goals. Register at miniroos.com.au
Club Football Junior/Youth
There are over 2,200 local football clubs across Australia catering for boys and girls of all abilities and
cultures. Register at playfootball.com.au

School Football Programs
Sporting Schools
Football Federation Australia, in partnership with the Hyundai A-league and Westfield W-League Clubs
offers a Sporting Schools Football Program to all primary and secondary schools in Australia. Sporting
Schools Football Programs are delivered to introduce boys and girls to football. The program content
is based on the ALDI MiniRoos Kick-Off program and is designed to develop fundamental skills of the
game, and introduce fun game-based activities to participants. Register at sportingschools.gov.au/
sports/football-federation-australia
17

Football as a Metaphor

Football can…
• Develop life skills such as confidence, leadership qualities, and team spirit.
• Challenge social and cultural norms and gender stereotypes.
• Bring people together regardless of class, race, gender, sexuality and nationality.
• Provide a platform to share information and educate about health issues, women’s rights and more.
• Help people who have migrated to Australia connect with their community.
Life and leadership skills
• Mentality of a winner – commitment, encouragement of others, resilience when behind, high
energy and constant motivation.
• Emotional stability – for example, maintain concentration despite making mistakes, and listen to the
coach’s instructions.
• Personality and presence – act as a role model, coach and teacher, and take responsibility for
one’s self and the team.
• Game intelligence – make good decisions quickly under pressure, with and without the ball.
• Body and ball control – keep control of the ball in all situations through good technique.
Source - Football United: footballunited.org.au
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Create a poster for your local football club that celebrates the life skills
football nurtures in young players.
Activity

Can your class think of other activities that also develop these skills, for
example creative arts activities?
Discussion

Discuss some of the positions in football and the skills needed to be good
in that position. Ask the participants to discuss the following questions:
Discussion

• What are the skills that a goalkeeper (protects the net) needs?
• What are the skills a striker (someone who scores goals) needs?
• What would happen if the team were made up entirely of goalkeepers?
• What would it be like if everyone in society was the same or had the
same skills?
• What would happen if someone was placed in a position or role they
were not used to?
Explain that not everyone can be a goalkeeper and not everyone can be
a striker – we all have strengths and weaknesses, and different skills. To
contribute to society effectively, we work together to complement one
another’s abilities.
Source - Creating Chances creatingchances.org.au
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Players of all Abilities

Photo by ALP STUDIO on Unsplash

Football is an inclusive sport that can be enjoyed by anyone, regardless of age, race, gender or ability.
In Australia, each state football governing body has a recognised program for players with additional
needs. A prime example is Football4All, established by Football NSW in 2008. Football4All develops
football programs for footballers living with a disability, and creates a support network for volunteers,
coaches, parents and players involved.
The vision of the Pararoos, Australia’s all abilities representative team is “play the best in the world, beat
the best in the world and be an inspiration to almost one million Australians with similar disabilities.”

To read more about the Pararoos visit pararoos.com.au
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Chris Pyne
Vice-Captain of the Pararoos, and Primary School teacher
“I started playing football when I was four because my friends were
doing it. I loved it as soon as I started. That’s what made the journey
back so long*. I was out of the game for years. I was told that I
couldn’t play again because it wasn’t a safe sport for athletes with
a disability. Having a disability made things tougher than they were
before, but by no means impossible. As soon as I could get on the
pitch again, I did. Then I found out about the Pararoos and have
never stopped since.
Football is a real community. It’s important for young people,
especially in this modern world, to not only be active but to feel a
part of something. Football for my fellow Pararoos and I is friendship,
drive, motivation. Our teammates are our family.
I’ve had many mentors throughout my career; coaches, fellow
players and opposition players. But as far as having a mentor, I
believe that a mentor is someone you look to for guidance and
advice. I always look to my teammates, and listen to their stories, their
travels through sport, the highs and the lows and that inspires me.
People always say their most memorable moment is scoring this
goal or that. But when you are a defender that is hard. The moment
that is most memorable was against Ireland. I saw the play building
from the left and the ball was eventually passed to a striker just
outside the area. I lined this bloke up and put everything I had into
that challenge, so did the Irishman, to clash was a pure 50/50
challenge, I remember rebounding off him like I’d run into a parked
car, and him doing the same off me. We both looked up at each
other and gave a little acknowledging smile to congratulate each
other on the challenge.

Photos by Ben Coonan.

My advice to younger players, or those interested in the sport, is
just do it - you will not regret it. If it’s wanting to be the next Pararoo,
Socceroo or Matilda, or just to meet some new friends and have a
kick. Football is the best thing I’ve ever done in my life.

Resilience is like a muscle, if you do not build it up then it won’t grow. Constantly challenge yourself,
because you’d be surprised what you are capable of. I’m not talking just sport, in life, in what you do day
to day. Always strive to be better at things than you are right now.
My favourite FIFA World Cup™ moment was Socceroos V Japan in 2006, at Fritz-Walter-Stadion,
Kaiserslautern. 3-1, 4 o’clock in the morning. Amazing!”
*As a child, Chris fell while bush walking and was told he would never walk again.
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Female Footballers
• Football is now one of the top team sports played by girls and
women in Australia
Did you
know?

• 139,000 girls, and women play the game regularly, nationally
• The Matildas are currently ranked a record 4th in the world

Females on the pitch
Females play football for different reasons at
different ages – consistent motivations across the
majority of participants include wanting to:
• Have fun
• Socialise with friends in an active environment
• Keep fit and healthy
• Feel like they are improving
• Experience challenge
• Build confidence
Positive and relatable role models
Young women need female role models to show
them their potential in sport, life and achieving
success across different spheres. Seeing
confidence, leadership and accomplishment in
other women helps young females develop
these qualities.

Activity
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As a class, brainstorm all of the inspiring female sporting role models
you know, identifying their sport played, country of origin, culture, and
language(s) spoken.

Samantha Kerr
Matildas Player (Forward)

Photo by Emily Mogic.

“I started playing football when I was 12. I was originally an Aussie Rules girl – playing from when I can
first remember up until this time, I played against the boys but it got a bit too rough. Football was the
closest thing so I made the switch. I didn’t love it at first, but after a year of football under my belt I
grew to love the game. There was no going back from then. It was football, football, football.
I think football is the world game. It’s a time when everyone comes together and it doesn’t matter
what team you support or what country you’re from. It’s just everyone’s there to watch the football
and enjoy the occasion. That’s the beautiful part of football, there are so many things going around the
world but for those 90 minutes you just forget about it and watch the beautiful game.
The biggest life skill I’ve learnt from football is team work. It’s a huge skill that I think is very important
in life, as well on the pitch.I’ve had lots of mentors in my career. I’d say at the moment I’m lucky I have
a psychologist in the team who’s been helping me a lot and she does a magnificent job.
The advice I’d give young footballers who want to get into playing is that it’s never going to be easy
but if it’s what you love and dream of doing then chase your dreams. Something that I’ve always been
proud of is no matter what people have said to me or said I can’t do, I’ve always chased my dreams.
I’m really proud of being here and proving all the doubters wrong so I say have fun, enjoy yourself and
always work hard.
My most memorable moment on the pitch is probably scoring my first hat trick with the Matildas in
2017 against Japan in the Tournament of Nations.”
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Indigenous Football Icons
and Community Leaders

Photo by Wayne Quilliam ©

John Moriarty AM
John Moriarty began his football career with South Australian First Division team Port Thistle, moving on
to Port Adelaide, and to Adelaide Croatia for a summer season, before playing for Adelaide Juventus. He
represented South Australia 17 times. John co-founded John Moriarty Football in 2012 to bring children
together through sport, promoting good health and wellbeing in some of Australia’s most remote
communities. In 2015, John was inducted into the Football Federation Australia Hall of Fame. John was
the first Indigenous player ever selected to represent Australia.
Born at Borroloola in the Gulf of Carpentaria in the Northern Territory, John was taken from his mother
at the age of four and brought up in a number of boys’ homes in Sydney and Adelaide under the then
government’s assimilation policy. This motivated a lifelong commitment to advocacy for Aboriginal equality,
reconciliation and cultural preservation. Today a full member of the Yanyuwa people of his birthplace
and belonging ceremonially to the Rainbow Snake and Kangaroo Dreaming, John has held senior and
executive positions in Departments of Aboriginal Affairs at both Federal and State government levels.
You can read more about John Moriarty’s achievements, awards and appointments
by visiting balarinji.com.au/directors
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Dr. Charles Perkins AO, 1936 - 2000
Dr. Charles Nelson Perkins was born in Alice Springs, sometime in 1936 at ‘The Bungalow’ a ‘native
institution’ where his mother worked caring for children. His mother was an Arrernte woman, and his
father a Kalkadoon man. At age 10, he was sent with his mother’s permission to attend St Francis
House – an institution that schooled Aboriginal boys in Adelaide. After training as an apprentice fitter and
turner, he was recognised for his athletic talents. On the football pitch he found his capabilities not only
made him the equal of, but superior to, the other players in the team. He eventually progressed to play
for the English football club, Everton FC. Following his return to Australia, he played with the Adelaide
Croatian and Pan-Hellenic clubs.
In 1965, Perkins sought to bring about attention on the state of Aboriginal affairs in Australia. During his
time at the University of Sydney, he contributed to the formation of Student Action for Aborigines (SAFA)
and spearheaded a movement for a group to tour in a bus around remote towns in western New South
Wales. The group of about 30 students travelled from region to region, shining a light on the rampant
discrimination that existed in Aboriginal peoples’ right to use public spaces, such as cinemas and
swimming pools. This tour took its inspiration from the US and became known as the Freedom Ride,
and gained effective momentum with the Australian public. Racism was brought to the nation’s attention,
which led to the successful referendum in 1967 and Perkins became recognised as a leader and vocal
representative for the discrimination of Indigenous people.
Throughout his life, Dr Perkins played many significant roles in public and private service that contributed
to the advancement of action in Indigenous affairs, and is remembered fondly as a trailblazer in the
cause of his people, and of Australian football.
Charles Perkins biography contributed by Rachel Perkins.

Activity

Research the achievements of John Moriarty or Charles Perkins, both
as football players and in their other life work (using the research in this
booklet to get you started). Create a three minute presentation to your
class reflecting your discoveries.

Can you find information on other notable Indigenous Australian
footballers, both male and female?
Research
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Football Pathways
Did you know about the many football pathways
available in Australia?
Did you
know?

John Moriarty Football (JMF) commenced its Scholarship Program in 2015,
with one student, and has since expanded to include another five students.
This program creates opportunities for talented young elite footballers who
have a dream to pursue both their education and football in Sydney.

Shadeene Evans
Shadeene (Shay) began her football career with JMF’s grassroots
program in her home community of Borroloola, Northern Territory,
aged 10. Three years later she was scouted by the Australian
national women’s coach Alen Stajcic, and subsequently won a place
at Westfields Sports High School in New South Wales. Through
a JMF scholarship, Shay is pursuing her football and education
in Sydney. Now in Year 11, she’s an exceptional sporting talent
who has been awarded for academic achievement, secured a
place at the NSW Institute of Sport 2016 - 2018, and won the
Players’ Player trophy on the 2016 Westfields Sports High School
competition tour to the USA. Already creating a legacy at only 16
years of age, Shay has inspired her other young peers from remote
Northern Territory to take their own journey of opportunity through a
JMF Scholarship.

Photos by JMF.

Research
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Shay is preparing to travel to the USA to represent the Australian
School Girls’ team, after being awarded Most Valuable Player at the
Pacific School Games tournament in 2017. She was one of 20 girls
selected to attend a week-long development camp for the Young
Matildas, which led her to be selected to play against Thailand for
the Young Matildas ASEAN 2018. She is the first Borroloola footballer
selected to play for Australia since John Moriarty, 55 years ago.

Using an online map, locate Borroloola. How far is Borroloola from your
school? And, what is the distance in kilometres Shay has travelled from
Borroloola to attend Westfields Sports High School in Fairfield NSW?

Photos by JMF.

John Moriarty Football
JMF is now in its sixth operational year working in Borroloola and Robinson River, Northern Territory.
They currently deliver football-based programs 5-6 days per week to more than 100 primary and
secondary school children. JMF is the only consistently operating extra-curricular offering in the area,
and has maintained delivery of its programs, and local employment, since 2012. To serve its founding
principle of wellbeing, JMF runs specialist coaching and mentoring to fast track the seniority of local
Aboriginal coaching staff and mentor their skills.
The JMF vision is to provide increased opportunities to children and youth in remote Indigenous
communities. JMF makes its programs as locally valuable as possible through majority local Aboriginal
employment, supported by skilled mentors who come to live in the community. While it is the wellbeing
gains that JMF seeks from its football programs, the ability and enthusiasm of the participants mean a
football talent pipeline is a natural outcome.
Provided by John Moriarty Football: jmf.org.au
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The World
®
Game
Football around the globe
Discover:
• Grassroots football for everyone
• Sport for Good programs

Explore:
• Why is football played across the world?
• Can you design your own jersey?
• Who in your class speaks another language?

Reflect:
• Mathematics activity
• Further classroom ideas
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Football around the World

270
million

people
around the
world playing
football in
over...

200
countries

As one of the most recognised sports in the world,
football can be played anywhere, anytime, with
minimal equipment. Whether you call it football
or soccer, when it comes time for the FIFA World
Cup™, everyone knows what you are referring to.

2006 FIFA survey (approximate numbers)

More than three billion people will watch the FIFA World Cup™ Final.
You can be one of them by watching the final live, free and in HD on SBS.
Did you
know?
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Global Community Project
How can we use the FIFA World Cup™ to celebrate
our global community?
Activity

Discover:
• Why football is called the World Game® (the different countries,
cultures, languages of the host nation - Russia - and the
participating nations)
• The passion that people of the world have for football
• The role that football plays in bringing nations together
• The good that football can do in communities around the globe
Create:
• An event that brings the school and wider community together to
celebrate football and multiculturalism. For example, you may wish to
hold an outdoor cinema event watching a replay of a match or final,
a school hall sleepover watching one of the Socceroos matches, a
community BBQ and mini tournament held with teams representing the
cultures in your local community.
Share:
• Your photos and highlights of the event with SBS using the hashtag
#SBSLearn

Get involved!
Does your class love football? Do they care about people and their communities? Anyone can get
involved in Football for Good (more info on these programs on page 32). The class can research some
of the organisations mentioned in The Harmony Game resource, and check out their volunteering
opportunities or other ways to be involved.
Head to sbs.com.au/learn/theharmonygame for worksheets in Mandarin, Arabic, French,
Russian and Spanish!streetfootballworld.org
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Design your own Jersey

Activity

Design a personalised jersey representing your identity and culture.
Your design might also include your beliefs, passions, and hobbies.
This jersey will show the world who you are, so keep this in mind when
you decide on your colours, symbols, and written text. Share your final
beautifully presented jersey design with your school community as part
of a ‘My Jersey Is Me’ gallery.
Before you begin, consider these points:
• Begin by identifying qualities and characteristics that make us different
from one another with respect to culture, heritage, our interests and
appreciate there is beauty in diversity. It is important to recognise that
diversity extends to all areas of society including within the household,
the community, the sports field, the workplace, and school.
• Recognise and respect the fact that people are different in many ways
and that these differences are a good thing. Understand that everyone
has something to offer. Imagine how boring it would be if we were all
alike and there were no differences among us to make each person
unique. There would not be much progress if everyone on the team had
the same skill or same position – rather, diverse skills and strengths will
create a vibrant and effective team.
• Designing shirts to represent cultural backgrounds or deeper meanings
appears throughout different sports codes. An example from a group
of young players is below. This design incorporated a rainbow for
Australia’s multicultural heritage, and green and gold for Australia.

Source: creatingchances.org.au and footballunited.org.au

Image credit: T Birouste, Football United
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Sport for Social Change
What is Sport for Good?
The ‘magic’ of football is by now unquestionable; it has been said it is the most popular sport in the
world. There is nowhere you can go without seeing kids kicking footballs, rag balls or even rocks. The
power of sport goes well beyond the football pitch and individual benefit. Sport is universally recognised
for its immense potential for positive social impact, with individuals and communities.
Sport for Good across the world
Internationally, Sport for Good programs are usually referred as Sport for Social Change (S4SC) or
sometimes Sport for Development and Peace (S4DP). This is a growing field of work where the power
of sport is purposefully orchestrated to include activities that go beyond the traditional playing fields to
address health and social challenges around the world.
S4SC is an area where the positive power of sport is harnessed to address social issues, or sustainable
development goals. Now well into the second decade of this inspirational field of work, there are
hundreds of community-based organisations across the globe fostering positive social change through
sports-infused community-based programs.
Read more: theguardian.com/sustainable-business/sport-development-football-effect-social-change
FIFA Football for Hope Festival™
The Socceroos are not the only Australians
heading to Russia in 2018: four young Australians
are also heading over, for the FIFA Football
for Hope Festival™, to celebrate the power of
Football for Social Change. This year, 48 delegates
representing football organisations from around
the world will meet in Russia for the Festival.

The team representing Australia (L-R): Noor Hanteia, Dalin Koro, Anita Lealaiauloto
and Salman Khan. Photographer: Stuart Meney. Image credit: Football United.
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Peres Center, Israel
The Peres Center uses football for good to promote peace among young people and families in Israel
and the Palestinian territory. One of the Peres Center for Peace’s tactics is what they call ‘The Twinned
Peace Football Schools Program’. The program brings together young Israelis and Palestinians for
sport training, peace education and mutual language learning, promoting cooperation and interaction.
The program also includes activities for coaches and parents so that the peace promoting activities
are across all ages. The Peres Center for Peace works in more than 20 disadvantaged communities
throughout Israel and the Palestinian territory.
streetfootballworld.org/network-member/peres-center-peace
SALT Academy, Cambodia
SALT Academy in Cambodia has four main programs, each targeting a different kind of group, to be
able to help children of varying ages and in different situations. The programs can thus create an overall
development strategy with the potential to foster young leaders who can bring new skills back to their
community and thus have a long-lasting impact. SALT Academy has a special program to help girls,
who in Cambodia traditionally have not had as much access to education and other opportunities as
boys. saltacademy.wordpress.com
Tiempo de Juego, Colombia
Fundación Tiempo de Juego uses football to promote positive values and provide education
opportunities to youth in several cities in Colombia. Tiempo de Juego runs a range of programs and
activities aimed to develop youth leadership, promote health, provide job training and opportunities for
the youth in its programs. tiempodejuego.org
Street League
Street League works across the United Kingdom. Their programs provide access to alternative
pathways to education and job/skills training. They aim to assist every participant to find their pathway
to employment. Street League works in partnership with major English Premier League clubs such as
Arsenal, Liverpool FC, Manchester United and Manchester City. streetleague.co.uk/our-programmes

Find out more! Streetfootballworld is a global network of organisations working to create
social change through football: streetfootballworld.org

To read about how Football United creates chances for young Australians through the
magic of football, see page 42
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Multicultural Football

Photo by Stuart Meney for Football United.

Australia’s Culturally and Linguistically Diverse population has long been a source of exceptional
football players.
Football United, a group based at the University of New South Wales, found their Football For Good
programs for multicultural communities and new migrants can:
• Increase resilience, particularly for girls: Sport has psychological and emotional benefits.
• Improve pro-social behaviour: Includes engagement with their school and community through
volunteering and leadership of primary and secondary school programs.
• Reduce peer problems: Improve peer relationships and reduce racial bullying.
• Improve cross-cultural relationships: Reduce cultural tension and conflict as the inclusive
programs bring together children and youth from various backgrounds.
• Improve health and well-being: Enhance engagement with physical activity for children and youth
who have limited access to sport, which impacts health and wellbeing.
Ali, 18, plays for Sydney Olympic FC

Photo by Football United.
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“I started playing football at age five after watching my uncles and
brother play which inspired me to join the game. Football was
enjoyable and I knew it was for me from the beginning – then as I
got older, I learnt more about the game. Football teaches us that
it’s not about being perfect, it’s about getting better and improving
which also relates to our daily lives off the pitch. You should always
strive to be your best. My advice to young footballers is to never
give up and always push yourself, and for those who want to get
into it to start playing and always keep trying to improve yourself.
My football goal is to one day sign a professional contract for
Manchester United, or any team in the Premier League.”

Goal!

Activity

List all the names of the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia™ competing nations;
the main language spoken in this country; and the word for GOAL in this
language. The below examples have been started for you to complete the
missing information. Extend the activity by completing the same for other
community languages spoken in your school, even if those nations are not
represented in the competition.

Gol!

Gol!

Argentina

Brazil

Main language:
Spanish

Main language:
Portuguese

Goal!: Gol!

Goal!: Gol!

Egypt

Korea Republic

Main language:
Arabic

Main language:
Korean

Goal!:_________

Goal!: _________
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Further Resources and Activities
c. What is the best deal you can get?
d. When is the best time to fly?

How will we
get to Russia?
Activity

Prior Knowledge

e. What is the total cost of the flights?
Transport
Discuss: What are the different transport options
for your country?

Class discussions, or homework before lesson:

Transport cost: Students then find out the cost of
transport throughout their overseas holiday.

• What do we know about travelling overseas?

• What transport will be used? Bus/car/train etc.

• What processes are involved?

• Will a rental car be used?

• Brainstorm the ways that maths can be used
when planning a trip somewhere.

• What is the total cost of transport? (Record in
log book)

Find a Game

Transport Distances: Students then need to fill out
a table in their log books detailing the distances
that they will be travelling with their transport.
Students can use online maps or other similar
programs to research the distances between
locations that they will travel.

Have students research which game(s) they would
like to watch – is there a particular team they
follow? In which city/stadium does it occur? What
are the costs for a ticket?
Suggest that students begin to record costing
details in a ‘Log Book’ so that they can keep track
of spending, if a limit or allowance has been set.
Flights and Accommodation
1. Have students explore online options of
booking accommodation, comparing prices
and processes involved with this section.
Consider insurance, and negotiate benefits like
included meals.
a. What is the best location to stay? How
many nights will they book for?
2. Flights: Students use the Internet to research
the cost of flights from Australia to chosen
destination.
a. What flight company will you use?
b. How will you fly? Economy? Business?
What is affordable?
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Extension: Use total distance travelled to calculate
a cost for petrol, given the regional prices.
Extension
You contact a travel company who offers you
further discounts off your holiday if you complete
your booking through them. Figure out what the
total discount for your trip to the game would be
for each option. Work out the answers and verify
using a calculator.
• 15% off all flights and accommodation
• 30% off accommodation
• 50% off all game tickets
Finally, explain what the most cost-effective trip to
the 2018 FIFA World Cup™ would be, and how
much the total would be if you booked through
this agent.

Taking Football Further in
the Classroom
Below is a series of activities to help your students
dig deeper into The Harmony Game in your
classroom. These activities can be used as they
are, or modified to suit students in Years 5 to 8.
English:
• Write a first-person narrative that captures
what it feels like to play for the Socceroos’
team for the very first time.
• Read one of these following football-themed
novels and write a review for Goodreads:
a. The Penalty by Mal Peet
b. Keeper by Mal Peet
c. Boy Overboard by Morris Gleitzman
• Watch the movie Bend it Like Beckham and
write an essay about the role that football can
play in bringing people together.
• Create a picture book that celebrates the
power of football to bring people together call the book The World Game.
Health and Physical Education (HPE):
• Research the training diets of players, and
write a recipe that meets these diets.
• Research the training schedules of players.
• Compare the diet/fitness plans of an elite
football player to the average Australian.
• Football Slalom.
• Football reimagined - design a new way to play.
• Find out which FIFA World Cup™ player runs
the fastest/kicks the hardest or furthest/throws
a ball the furthest/can header it the furthest/
juggles football with feet, knees, head, chest
for the longest.

Mathematics:
• Statistics - find how many times each country
has won the FIFA World Cup™ and graph the
results.
• Look at the salaries of the players and graph
them from lowest to highest. Add up the total.
• How much do the top players earn on
average, in total. What’s the mean, median
and mode salary?
• How many loaves of bread could a particular
player buy with one year’s salary?
Geography:
• Write a report comparing TWO of the countries
that participate in the FIFA World Cup™ language, GDP, culture, climate, topography,
religion, capital city demographics.
Digital Technologies:
• Create a football-based game in Minecraft,
Roblox, Gamemaker, or your preferred game
making program.
Football Fever Teacher Resource
The Football Fever Teacher Resource is designed
for students in Grades 3 to 6, and linked to the
English, Mathematics, Creative Arts and HPE
Learning Areas of the Australian Curriculum.
Each unit is themed with football and is designed
to innovatively assist teachers to meet the crosscurriculum priority regarding Asia, providing primary
school children the opportunity to learn more about
Australia’s relationship with Asia and football.
Register at playfootball.com.au/schools
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Curriculum Links
The Harmony Game resource provides students with the opportunity to develop and demonstrate the
following General Capabilities from the Australian Curriculum:
• Critical and Creative Thinking

• Personal and Social Capability

• Intercultural Understanding

• Information and Communication Technology Capability

The three Australian Curriculum Cross-curriculum Priorities are all represented in this resource.

Year 5:
Mathematics:
ACMNA100 Number and place value: Solve problems involving multiplication of large numbers by one
or two-digit numbers using efficient mental, written strategies and appropriate digital technologies
ACMNA106 Money and financial mathematics: Create simple financial plans
English:
ACELT1608 Identify aspects of literary texts that convey details or information about particular social,
cultural and historical contexts
ACELT1612 Create literary texts using realistic and fantasy settings and characters that draw on the
worlds represented in texts students have experienced
ACELY1700 Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations for defined audiences and purposes incorporating
accurate and sequenced content and multimodal elements
ACELY1704 Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive print and multimodal texts,
choosing text structures, language features, images and sound appropriate to purpose and audience
Humanities and Social Sciences:
ACHASSI095 Locate and collect relevant information and data from primary sources and secondary sources
ACHASSI096 Organise and represent data in a range of formats including tables, graphs and large- and
small-scale maps, using discipline-appropriate conventions
ACHASSK118 How people with shared beliefs and values work together to achieve a civic goal
Health and Physical Education:
ACPPS051 Examine how identities are influenced by people and places
ACPMP064 Participate in physical activities designed to enhance fitness, and discuss the impact regular
participation can have on health and wellbeing
ACPMP066 Participate in physical activities from their own and others’ cultures, and examine how
involvement creates community connections and intercultural understanding
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Year 6:
Mathematics:
ACMNA123 Number and place value: Select and apply efficient mental and written strategies and
appropriate digital technologies to solve problems involving all four operations with whole numbers
English:
ACELT1618 Create literary texts that adapt or combine aspects of texts students have experienced in
innovative ways
ACELY1709 Participate in and contribute to discussions, clarifying and interrogating ideas, developing
and supporting arguments, sharing and evaluating information, experiences and opinions
ACELY1710 Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing appropriate content
and multimodal elements for defined audiences and purposes, making appropriate choices for modality
and emphasis
ACELY1714 Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive texts, choosing and
experimenting with text structures, language features, images and digital resources appropriate to
purpose and audience
Humanities and Social Sciences:
ACHASSI123 Locate and collect relevant information and data from primary sources and secondary sources
ACHASSI124 Organise and represent data in a range of formats including tables, graphs and large- and
small-scale maps, using discipline-appropriate conventions
ACHASSK137 The contribution of individuals and groups to the development of Australian society since
Federation
ACHASSK139 Differences in the economic, demographic and social characteristics of countries across
the world
ACHASSK140 The world’s cultural diversity, including that of its Indigenous peoples
Health and Physical Education:
ACPPS051 Examine how identities are influenced by people and places
ACPMP064 Participate in physical activities designed to enhance fitness, and discuss the impact
regular participation can have on health and wellbeing
ACPMP066 Participate in physical activities from their own and others’ cultures, and examine how
involvement creates community connections and intercultural understanding
© Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority 2010 to present, unless otherwise indicated. This material was downloaded from the Australian Curriculum
website (accessed April 2018) and was not modified. The material is licensed under CC BY 4.0. Version updates are tracked on the ‘Curriculum version history’ page of the
Australian Curriculum website.
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Curriculum Links (cont.)
Year 7:
English:
ACELT1619 Identify and explore ideas and viewpoints about events, issues and characters represented
in texts drawn from different historical, social and cultural contexts
ACELT1623 Understand, interpret and discuss how language is compressed to produce a dramatic
effect in film or drama, and to create layers of meaning in poetry, for example haiku, tankas, couplets,
free verse and verse novels
ACELY1804 Use interaction skills when discussing and presenting ideas and information, selecting
body language, voice qualities and other elements, (for example music and sound) to add interest and
meaning
ACELY1720 Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing appropriate content
and multimodal elements to promote a point of view or enable a new way of seeing
ACELY1725 Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive texts, selecting aspects of
subject matter and particular language, visual, and audio features to convey information and ideas
ACELY1728 Use a range of software, including word processing programs, to confidently create, edit
and publish written and multimodal texts
Digital Technologies:
ACTDIP032 Plan and manage projects that create and communicate ideas and information
collaboratively online, taking safety and social contexts into account
Health and Physical Education:
ACPPS078 Plan and implement strategies for connecting to natural and built environments to promote
the health and wellbeing of their communities
ACPPS079 Investigate the benefits to individuals and communities of valuing diversity and promoting
inclusivity
ACPMP082 Practise, apply and transfer movement concepts and strategies with and without equipment
ACPMP085 Participate in and investigate cultural and historical significance of a range of physical activities
ACPMP088 Modify rules and scoring systems to allow for fair play, safety and inclusive participation
Mathematics:
ACMNA174 Money and financial mathematics: Investigate and calculate ‘best buys’ with and without
digital technologies
ACHGS048 Collect, select and record relevant geographical data and information, using ethical
protocols, from appropriate primary and secondary sources
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Year 8:
English:
ACELT1626 Explore the ways that ideas and viewpoints in literary texts drawn from different historical,
social and cultural contexts may reflect or challenge the values of individuals and groups
ACELT1632 Create literary texts that draw upon text structures and language features of other texts for
particular purposes and effects
ACELT1807 Recognise and explain differing viewpoints about the world, cultures, individual people and
concerns represented in texts
ACELY1731 Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing appropriate content,
including multimodal elements, to reflect a diversity of viewpoints
ACELY1738 Use a range of software, including word processing programs, to create, edit and publish
texts imaginatively
History:
ACHHS148 Sequence historical events, developments and periods
ACHHS156 Develop texts, particularly descriptions and explanations that use evidence from a range of
sources that are acknowledged
ACHHS157 Use a range of communication forms (oral, graphic, written) and digital technologies
Geography:
ACHGS060 Apply geographical concepts to draw conclusions based on the analysis of data and
information collected
Digital Technologies:
ACTDIP032 Plan and manage projects that create and communicate ideas and information
collaboratively online, taking safety and social contexts into account
Health and Physical Education:
ACPPS078 Plan and implement strategies for connecting to natural and built environments to promote
the health and wellbeing of their communities
ACPPS079 Investigate the benefits to individuals and communities of valuing diversity and promoting
inclusivity
ACPMP082 Practise, apply and transfer movement concepts and strategies with and without equipment
ACPMP085 Participate in and investigate cultural and historical significance of a range of physical activities
ACPMP088 Modify rules and scoring systems to allow for fair play, safety and inclusive participation
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Meet the Contributors
Tyler Adams, John Moriarty Football:
Tyler is a pre-service teacher and Scholarships Coordinator for the John Moriarty
Football program, responsible for the scholarship program’s development, operations
and curriculum. With a background in health, he sees the program as an effective and
holistic reaction to the current gap in many markers of life that Indigenous people face.
Dr. Anne Bunde-Birouste, Football United:
Anne is internationally recognised for her expertise in Health Promotion and Sport
for Development & Social Change. In 2006 Anne founded Football United, and the
organisation has won numerous awards. Under Anne’s leadership, Football United,
with the Rugby Youth Foundation, founded Creating Chances in 2014. A passionate
human rights activist, Anne is on the Board for Streetfootballworld and was state finalist
for Australian of the Year in 2016.
Assmaah Helal, Football United:
Assmaah has been driving Sport for Social Change initiatives for more than ten years.
Program Manager (Football United and Creating Chances), an avid footballer and
founder of Unigoal Sisters, Assmaah was also involved in campaigning FIFA to allow
the hijab to be part of the official uniform for Muslim women and girls. Assmaah is
former chairperson for Commonwealth Youth Sports for Development & Peace.
Bianca Hewes, Secondary School Teacher:
Bianca has been a high school English teacher since 2005, and is currently Head
Teacher of Teaching and Learning. Bianca started to experiment with Project Based
Learning (PBL) in her English classroom in 2010 and is regarded as a leading
practitioner in the field, running workshops and delivering presentations on PBL both
nationally and internationally.
Lee Hewes, Primary School Teacher:
Lee has been a primary school teacher since 2013. He has extensive experience
applying a range of innovative methodologies in his classroom and is celebrated for his
creative approach to teaching literacy and numeracy through gaming and PBL. Lee
has run numerous workshops and presentations on PBL, technology and gaming in
education.
Natasha Hill, Football United:
Natasha is a highly respected member of her community and has been instrumental in
increasing female participation in football. Currently she is a member of the Canterbury
District & Soccer Football Association Female Football Committee and Football United’s
Programs Co-ordinator. Natasha was one of just 10 people selected globally to attend a
United Nations workshop. Natasha’s football motto is, “Don’t say no until you give it a go”.
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The Harmony Game
Contributing Organisations
Football United creates chances for youth through the magic of football. We build the
capacity of young people in diverse communities in Australia and Myanmar.
•

Football: we provide safe, free and accessible playing opportunities regularly.

•

Youth Leadership: we provide opportunities for players to become coaches, role models and
leaders in their community.

•

Research: everything we do is underpinned by robust monitoring and evaluation by the team at the
School of Public Health and Community Medicine at the University of New South Wales.

•

Inspired Events: we acknowledge national and international days/weeks of celebration that align
with our values, including Refugee Week, Youth Week, Harmony Day, Global Peace Day, International
Day of Sport for Development & Peace and International Women’s Day. footballunited.org.au

John Moriarty Football (JMF) is a renowned best practice program for 2-16 year old boys and girls in
remote Australia. JMF was founded by John Moriarty and his son James, and Ros Moriarty is Managing
Director. JMF brings children together through sport and promoting good health and wellbeing in some
of the country’s most remote regions. JMF supports talented young athletes to thrive and reach their true
potential to succeed at local, national and international levels of the game. jmf.org.au

Creating Chances is a groundbreaking social enterprise delivering renowned best practice, evidencebased programs promoting positive youth development through sport. Using the power of sport as an
engagement tool, and focusing on teaching vital 21st century skills, Creating Chances aims to inspire,
develop and empower young people to believe in themselves so they contribute to society and create
positive change. Our core offering is the Creating Chances Youth Development Pathway, a series of 10week programs. Importantly, we provide participants practical opportunities to implement new skills they
have learned as coaches and mentors to younger children. creatingchances.org.au

The Harmony Game is supported
by Football Federation Australia
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The Harmony Game
Department of Home Affairs
On 21 March, people across Australia come together to celebrate
Harmony Day. Supported by the Department of Home Affairs,
Harmony Day celebrates Australian multiculturalism, based on the
successful integration of migrants into our community. Harmony
Day is about inclusiveness, respect and belonging for all Australians,
regardless of cultural or linguistic background, united by a set of
core Australian values. Our cultural diversity is one of our greatest
strengths and is at the heart of who we are and makes Australia a
great place to live. The message of Harmony Day goes beyond 21
March and can be celebrated by us every day.
For more information visit harmony.gov.au
About SBS Learn
SBS Learn is a library of free educational resources linked to SBS
documentaries, dramas, news & current affairs, sport, and other
productions aired on SBS and NITV. Created especially for teachers,
SBS Learn hosts quality classroom resources aligned to the
Australian Curriculum.
For more information visit sbs.com.au/learn

